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[12:01] Nick_Ashton: how's that for chat font size?
[12:02] Eric_Brunne: fine, but for the future, smaller names, e.g, ebw, and bigger window, at present, input buffer appears to be 30char deep
[12:02] Nick_Ashton: Thanks for that Eric
[12:02] Eric_Brunne: personally think slideware over rated in real estate wars
[12:03] Nick_Ashton: Keep the suggestions coming, we'll work on them for Brussels
[12:03] Eric_Brunne: i know
[12:04] Craig_Schwa: is this chat being recorded? we'll need a record of this.
[12:04] Craig_Schwa: i see two chat rooms running...what should I be using?
[12:04] Nick_Ashton: only this one
[12:04] Nick_Ashton: a chat transcript will be available at the close of the session
[12:05] Michele_Ney: lo again
[12:05] Jothan_Frak: hi folks
[12:05] Michele_Ney: oh look - it's "a" Frakes
[12:05] Michele_Ney: :)  
[12:05] Nick_Ashton: going AFK now
[12:05] Andy_Welch: :)
[12:06] Eric_Brunne: how many in the room?
[12:07] Pat_Kane: 6 in reston
[12:07] Eric_Brunne: hi pat
[12:07] Pat_Kane: hello eric
[12:07] Jothan_Frak: Greg had just said 30 or so in Nairobi
[12:07] Eric_Brunne: thx
[12:07] yurie: 35-40 people in the room
[12:07] yurie: at Nairobi
Jeff_Schmid: 39 in Adobe Connect
Craig_Schwa: andy, you now have control of the slides.
Jothan_Frak: 8 people now in Reston
Michele_Ney: 1 person in Carlow :)
Craig_Schwa: Rick Wilhelm in the que here.
Jothan_Frak: Can you speak slower
Jothan_Frak: thank you
Rick_Wilhel: odd echo
Rick_Wilhel: thanks Andy
Andy_Welch: Thanks Rick!
Jothan_Frak: please slower
Jothan_Frak: please talk slower
Craig_Schwa: Mikey O'Connor wants in the que.
Eric_Brunne: if a hz tld exists, and some hs property is asserted to exist in registrars accessing that hz, then "equal access" becomes conditional, if decertification is possible
yurie: got it
Eric_Brunne: @micky +1
Michele_Ney: Has any outreach been made to banks etc?
Craig_Schwa: Banks, and specifically BITS, have been active in the AG.
Eric_Brunne: you got it!
Michele_Ney: Craig - acronym soup - sorry - no idea who / what BITS is!
Karen_Lentz: http://www.bitsinfo.org/
Karen_Lentz: financial services industry consortium
Michele_Ney: ok - thanks, but is that international or US only?
Eric_Brunne: or junk registrants
Michele_Ney: it looks like it's US only
Eric_Brunne: yes
Amos: Michele: looks like US only
Eric_Brunne: comment -- we (CORE) have approached european financial institutions, with success, and US institutions, without success, until June of last year
Michele_Ney: Eric - so are any of them giving feedback?
Eric_Brunne: so first+bits welcome
Michele_Ney: +1 Evan
Mikey: Evan's mic is very faint
Mikey: can't hear the mic
yurie: could you hear?
Michele_Ney: barely
Michele_Ney: mic is very quiet
Michele_Ney: I heard Simon
Michele_Ney: Mikey probably didn't
Mikey: louder please
Michele_Ney: but he's an elder lemon :)}
Michele_Ney: what time is it in Nairobi?

yurie: 1500pm

Michele_Ney: yurie - that's what I thought ..

yurie: ;)

yurie: we got one person que here in Nairobi

yurie: q from SOCA rep

Michele_Ney: just looking at timetables and getting confused

Michele_Ney: at least I now know that the hour isn't the issue

Michele_Ney: oh I remember him from Seoul AND London ;)

yurie: greg is back here

yurie: one individual here on que

Eric_Brunne: don't know why the status changed from "hand up" to not

Eric_Brunne: i'm talking but ...

yurie: noone from Nairobi

Kathy_Kleim: we can't hear you

yurie: we cannot hear

yurie: as well

Eric_Brunne: yes

yurie: Eric we cannot hear you

Michele_Ney: we hear you

Jothan_Frak: just continue

Michele_Ney: just speak

Eric_Brunne: i'll just type

Michele_Ney: it's very weird experience

Eric_Brunne: 2 years core has been working on fintlds, up until recently

Michele_Ney: had the same thing on Tuesday

Eric_Brunne: bofa feedback has been "its just rebranding"

Eric_Brunne: right

Eric_Brunne: rithg

Eric_Brunne: right

Eric_Brunne: "security" is more than just "rebranding"

Eric_Brunne: yews

Eric_Brunne: yes

Eric_Brunne: thanks

Eric_Brunne: we may have a european regime and an american regime

Jothan_Frak: eric can you mute mic

Eric_Brunne: thanks for the audio boost all!

Michele_Ney: fascinating stuff

yurie: thanks!

Eric_Brunne: thanks co-chairs and craig!

Andy_Welch: Thank you everyone!